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Abstract
The greedy triangulation of a finite planar point set is obtained by repeatedly inserting a shortest diagonal that
does not cross those already in the plane. The Delaunay triangulation, which is the straight-line dual of the Voronoi
diagram, can be produced in O(n logn) worst-case time, and often even faster, by several practical algorithms. In
this paper we show that for any planar point set S, if the Delaunay triangulation of S is given, then the greedy
triangulation of S can be computed in linear worst-case time (and linear space). Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The greedy triangulation of a finite planar point set is obtained by repeatedly inserting a shortest
diagonal that does not cross those already in the plane. In this paper we show that for any planar point
set S, if the Delaunay triangulation of S is given, then the greedy triangulation of S can be computed
in linear worst-case time (deterministically, and using linear space). This is an interesting and maybe
unexpected result because for about twenty years it was known that the Delaunay triangulation (which is
the straight-line dual of the Voronoi diagram) can be constructed in O(n logn) time, but for the greedy
triangulation only algorithms with at least quadratic worst-case time complexity were known [20,21].
Greedy triangulation has a number of properties which are interesting in theory and in practice [1,6,14,
16,19] and has thus been used for applications [2,19]. An example of application is extrapolation, and it
is used as a heuristic for producing the so-called minimum weight triangulation, for which no polynomial
algorithm is known [20]. In the latter case, it achieves a non-trivial approximation factor 2(√n) [11,13]
and, with a small modification, a constant approximation factor [13].
The obvious algorithm to produce the greedy triangulation runs in cubic time. In [4] it was shown that
it can be computed in O(n2 logn) time using quadratic space. In [5] and [18] so-called bounded Voronoi
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diagrams were used to show that linear space suffices to produce it in O(n2 logn) time. In [15] a method
for updating bounded Voronoi diagrams in linear time was presented, and in this way an algorithm was
obtained that computes the greedy triangulation in O(n2) time and linear space (independently, this was
done in [22]). In addition, by generalizing a technique used in [17] we developed in [15] a linear time
algorithm for producing the greedy triangulation of convex polygons. In [3] some additional algorithms
for greedy triangulation were developed which are not asymptotically better in the worst case, but have
some practical advantages in many cases. For further information about the history and usefulness of the
greedy triangulation we refer to the short overview given in [3].
Independently, by using substantially different approaches, Levcopoulos and Wang have claimed that
the greedy triangulation can be computed in O(n logn) time [12,23], but neither of them had a full version
containing necessary proofs. In this paper we present Levcopoulos’ approach with sufficient proofs, and,
moreover, show how it is optimally adapted in the case when the Delaunay triangulation is given. This is
an interesting advantage since most algorithms for greedy triangulation, also the one suggested by Wang,
start by building the Delaunay triangulation but depend heavily on using (n logn) time after that.
In addition to obtaining an optimal method for greedy triangulation, our result may be considered as
particularly useful for the following reasons:
1. The Delaunay triangulation is very well studied and there exist many efficient implementations which
compute it. This increases the hope that one might develop a greedy triangulation algorithm which is
about equally practical and fast.
2. In several applications one has to construct the Voronoi diagram, from which the Delaunay
triangulation is trivially obtained in linear time.
3. In many cases the Voronoi diagram/Delaunay triangulation can be constructed in o(n logn) time. For
example, if a Euclidean minimum spanning tree is given, it can be computed in linear time [8,24].
1.1. Short overview of the main ideas
Let us first give some feeling for our approach. A starting point was the idea we used in [15] for the
linear time algorithm for convex polygons. That idea can be described roughly as follows. To find some
greedy diagonal it suffices to find some diagonal d which is locally shortest, in the sense that no diagonal
within distance < c|d| from d is shorter than d , where c is a sufficiently large constant. If d fulfills
this condition, we can check in constant time whether it is a greedy diagonal, because we only need to
consider a constant number of other vertices in the vicinity of d . If d is not locally shortest, we advance to
the shortest diagonal lying in the vicinity of d . In this way it might take a non-constant number of steps to
find a locally shortest diagonal, but the idea is that at most a constant number of successive backtracking
steps are performed without producing a greedy diagonal.
Although something roughly similar happens in the general (non-convex) case, now it is not longer true
that a locally shortest diagonal only crosses a constant number of other diagonals in its vicinity. However,
it still holds that it has a constant number of concave polygonal chains in its vicinity, and a constant
number of other vertices not belonging to these concave chains. This is formalized in Lemma 6.4.
Therefore, a main goal is to handle such concave chains efficiently, so that the technique used for convex
polygons can be adapted successfully. This is done by partitioning concave chains into short and slightly
concave pieces, called “compvertices”, as described in Section 6.
To give some more precise intuition without involving too many details, we give in Section 3 a much
simpler variant of our algorithm that finds all short greedy diagonals. Next, we deal with the easiest case
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of interacting concave chains, which is when we have to triangulate the area between two concave chains
facing each other. We call this case a “bipartite polygon”. In Section 4 we describe a linear time algorithm
for triangulating bipartite polygons. This specialized algorithm is also used as a subroutine by the main
algorithm.
A special case of concave chains are isolated clusters of vertices whose convex hulls have been
produced as greedy edges, but which still have no connections by greedy edges to other vertices. Such
so-called “d-clusters” are helpful to organize the algorithm in a hierarchical way in order to avoid sorting
distances. The d-clustering ideas are presented in Section 5.
Using the hierarchical decomposition of points into the well separated d-clusters, we produce the
greedy triangulation bottom-up in the hierarchy. This is described in Section 5. The main step in the
bottom up computation is as follows: given a d-cluster and the greedy triangulation of each of its children,
compute all greedy diagonals connecting its children. This main step is performed in phases, where in
each phase all diagonals of approximately the same length (within a factor 1.2) are produced. Some
approximate sorting of closest neighbor distances between the children of a d-cluster is implicit when
assigning the children to various phases. However, this is done very simply in linear time because of a
good bound on the ratio between the longest and the shortest such distance, as stated in Fact 5.3. More
details about how each phase operates (in a fashion similar to the one described in Section 3) are given
in Section 7.
The first step of our algorithm is to compute the hierarchy of d-clusters (Section 5), and the second
is to compute a kind of a threaded quadtree which is used in order to support the range queries made
by our algorithm (Section 7.1). The first step can be done in O(n) time given a Euclidean minimum
spanning tree [10], whereas the second can be done in O(n) time, given the Delaunay triangulation [9].
(The Delaunay triangulation and the minimum spanning tree can be obtained from each other in O(n)
time according to [20,24], so we could start from either one.) After this preprocessing, our algorithm uses
only the structure of d-clusters and the threaded quadtree.
As a remark, a large part of the details in our algorithm and the analysis are included merely in order
to attain the linear time bound, and could therefore be omitted or simplified if the purpose was to develop
an O(n logn) algorithm for greedy triangulation.
2. Definitions
A planar straight-line graph (PSLG) is a graph G that consists of a finite vertex set S and an edge
set L. The vertices in S correspond to distinct points in the plane. The edges in L correspond to straight-
line segments with endpoints in S, such that the interior of any edge in L does not include any vertex
in S nor any point of another edge in L. We say that two segments cross if they intersect in exactly one
point and this point is different than any of their endpoints. A diagonal of G is a straight-line segment
with endpoints in S such that it together with G forms another PSLG.
In order to simplify the presentation, we assume that no three vertices in S are collinear and that all
diagonals of S have distinct length. By (u, v) we denote the straight-line segment with endpoints u and
v, and by |u, v| the Euclidean distance between u and v. A triangulation of S is a PSLG with vertex set S
and with a maximal number of edges. The greedy triangulation of S is obtained by repeatedly producing
a shortest possible edge that does not cross any of the previously produced edges. A diagonal of S is
called a greedy diagonal if it coincides with an edge of the greedy triangulation of S.
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3. Finding all short greedy diagonals
Let l be the length of the shortest diagonal of our input point set S, and let c be any constant > 1. We
shall briefly describe an algorithm that finds all greedy diagonals of S of length < c l in linear time, given
the set D consisting of each Delaunay edge of length < 5c l.
Let V be the set of all endpoints of edges in D. From the definition of the Delaunay triangulation
it follows that each diagonal of length < 5c l has its endpoints in V (such an endpoint and the vertex
closest to it must form a Delaunay edge of length < 5c l). For each vertex v in V , compute the set N(v)
consisting of each vertex within distance < 2c l from v. This can be done by a bounded search from v
in the Delaunay triangulation of S visiting only edges in D, because there is a path of total length < 5c l
from v to a vertex in N(v) (see [7]). In this way, the set N(v) is obtained in constant time (there are at
most a constant number of vertices within distance < 5c l from v). Next, create a pool consisting of every
diagonal of length < c l in total time O(|D|), by scanning the vertices in N(v) for each v in V .
Now, if (u, v) is not a greedy diagonal then it is crossed by a shorter diagonal, and that shorter diagonal
must have its endpoints in N(u)∪N(v) (since both diagonals are shorter than < c l). That is, if (u, v) is
not longer than any diagonal in its neighborhood then (u, v) is a greedy diagonal. The algorithm proceeds
as follows, starting with an empty stack:
loop
if the stack is empty then
remove from the pool any diagonal d
else
pop d from the stack
endif
let d ′ be the shortest diagonal in the neighborhood of d which is still in the pool
if d ′ is shorter than d then
push d onto the stack
push d ′ onto the stack
else
produce the greedy diagonal d
remove from the pool all diagonals in the neighborhood of d that cross d
remove the diagonal on top of the stack if it crosses d
endif
if both the stack and the pool are empty then
exit loop
endif
endloop
In the above algorithm we only check whether the top of the stack crosses d . To see that this is enough,
assume that t lies on top and that d crosses some other diagonal a in the stack. The latter implies that
d lies in the neighborhood of a. Hence, we would have pushed d onto the stack when considering a and
a would thus equal t , which is a contradiction.
Let us now briefly analyze the time complexity. Since the neighborhood of each diagonal in the pool
consists of a constant number of diagonals, one iteration of the loop takes constant time. Further, the
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number of times a diagonal can be pushed onto the stack is constant, because it cannot happen more
times than there are diagonals in its neighborhood. Finally, each diagonal in the pool is either a greedy
diagonal of length < c l or it is crossed by a shorter greedy diagonal in its neighborhood. Putting all
together, we infer that the whole loop takes linear time in the number of greedy diagonals of length < c l.
4. Greedy triangulation between two concave chains
Definition 4.1. We say that a simple polygon P is bipartite if the vertices of P can be partitioned into
two subsets, called poles of P , in such a way that each pole has the following two properties:
(1) each vertex of the pole lies on the convex hull of the pole, and
(2) the convex hull of the pole and the interior of P do not overlap.
It follows from the above definition that the vertices of each pole of a bipartite polygon P , if they are
at least three, form a concave polygonal chain. Further, all internal diagonals of P connect vertices from
opposite poles (this is why P is called bipartite).
A bipartite polygon is called normal if there is a unique partition of its vertices into poles. Further,
a fan is a (not normal) bipartite polygon which can be partitioned into poles so that one of the poles
contains only one vertex. This vertex is then called the root of the fan. If P is a fan then there is only
one way to triangulate it, namely, by producing all diagonals incident to the root of the fan, which can be
done trivially in linear time. If P is not normal then it is either a triangle, a quadrangle or a fan, or there
is a convex vertex of P whose adjacent vertices on the perimeter of P are concave. In the last case, also
depicted in Fig. 1, every triangulation of P includes the diagonal connecting the two concave vertices,
and the polygon resulting from producing this diagonal and cutting off the produced triangle is either a
quadrangle, a fan, or a normal bipartite polygon. We can, therefore, assume in the continuation that the
input bipartite polygon is normal.
Definition 4.2. Let P be a normal bipartite polygon. The two edges of P that connect vertices of opposite
poles are called the walls of P . For each vertex v of P , the mate of v, denoted by m(v), is the closest
vertex to v which is visible from v inside P and belonging to the pole that does not contain v. Next, a
straight-line segment connecting two vertices v and v′ of P is called an anchor of P if m(v) = v′ and
m(v′)= v. Finally, P is called wall-anchored if each anchor of P is a wall of P .
The following observation is easy to prove.
Observation 4.3. Let P be a normal bipartite polygon with poles V1 and V2, and let v be a vertex of V1.
Then the following holds:
Fig. 1. A normal and a not normal bipartite polygon.
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Fig. 2. A wall-anchored polygon.
(a) If v sees at least three vertices of V2, then let v1, v2, . . . , vk be the visible vertices of V2 from v in
clockwise order. Let di denote the distance from v to vi , 16 i 6 k. Then for each i, 1 6 i 6 k − 2,
if di 6 di+1 then it follows that di+1 < di+2 and, symmetrically, if di+1 > di+2 then it follows that
di > di+1.
(b) If v′ is another vertex of V1, then (v,m(v)) does not cross (v′,m(v′)).
(c) No anchor of P is crossed by any shorter diagonal of P and, hence, if it is not a wall of P , it is a
greedy diagonal of P .
Let P be a normal bipartite polygon. By the above observation we can easily see that by simultaneously
scanning the two poles of P , one in clockwise and the other in counterclockwise order, we can find
for all vertices in one pole their corresponding mates in total linear time. By repeating the process
symmetrically, we can find the mates of the vertices in the other pole. Thus all anchors can also be
computed in total linear time. Thereafter, all anchors are inserted into P , thus partitioning P into wall-
anchored subpolygons. Hence, in the remainder it suffices to show how to triangulate wall-anchored
polygons (and normal, as we have already assumed because of the trivial transformations).
Let P be a wall-anchored polygon. By definition, each anchor of P is a wall of P . On the other
hand, at least one of the walls must be an anchor, because the two poles of P would otherwise not be
connected to each other in the Euclidean minimum spanning tree. Now, define the cutting diagonal of P
as the shortest diagonal that cuts from P a triangle edged by an anchor of P . The cutting diagonal is
a greedy diagonal because no shorter diagonal crosses it by Observation 4.3(a). Moreover, any normal
subpolygon P ′ remaining after producing the cutting diagonal and cutting off the produced triangle is
also wall-anchored. To see this, assume contrary that there is an internal anchor d of P ′. In the following
we refer to Fig. 2, where c is the cutting diagonal. First we observe that d has to be incident to v′2,
because it would otherwise be an internal anchor of P . Hence, since m(v′2)= v, we have that |d|6 |c|.
But d is not an anchor of P , so |e|< |d|. Further, as a is an anchor, |a|6 |b|, and hence, it follows from
Observation 4.3(a) that |b| 6 |e|. Finally, |c| 6 |b| since c is the (shortest) cutting diagonal. Putting all
together we arrive at the following contradiction: |b|6 |e|< |d|6 |c|6 |b|.
Thus we can triangulate any wall-anchored polygon by repeatedly (as long as it is normal) producing
a cutting diagonal and cut off one triangle. This section is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let P be a bipartite polygon with n vertices. Then the greedy triangulation of P can
be computed in O(n) time.
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5. Computing the greedy triangulation hierarchically
We use the hierarchical clustering method from [10] to decompose the input point set S into subsets for
which the greedy triangulation can be computed separately. Define the rectangular diameter of a point
set D, abbreviated rdiam(D), as the diameter of its smallest enclosing rectangle with edges parallel to
the coordinate axes.
Definition 5.1. A subset D of S is a d-cluster (diameter cluster) if the distance between any point of D
and any point of S −D is greater than rdiam(D) or D equals S.
It is easy to show that any two non-identical d-clusters are either disjoint or one of them is a proper
subset of the other. This property causes the d-clusters to form in a natural way the following hierarchy.
Definition 5.2. The d-cluster tree of S is a rooted tree whose nodes correspond to distinct d-clusters,
where the root corresponds to S and the external nodes to single points of S. Let a be any internal node
and let A be its corresponding d-cluster. Then each child of a corresponds to a distinct d-cluster C such
that C ⊂A and there is no d-cluster B such that C ⊂ B ⊂A.
In the continuation, by a d-cluster we also refer to its corresponding node of the d-cluster tree and
vice versa. Now, since the points of a d-cluster D are closer to each other than to any point in S −D,
the convex hull of D belongs to the greedy triangulation of S. Hence, the greedy triangulation of S can
be computed by a depth-first search from the root of its d-cluster tree, where the greedy triangulation of
each d-cluster is computed separately when backtracking from it. In this way, it suffices to consider the
problem of finding the greedy triangulation a d-cluster D, given the greedy triangulation of each child
of D.
A simple algorithm that computes the d-cluster tree in linear time from a Euclidean minimum spanning
tree of S was presented in [10]. (It builds on the observation that there are a constant number of edges
of the minimum spanning tree that connect a d-cluster with disjoint d-clusters.) As a byproduct of that
algorithm, we receive for each d-cluster D the shortest diagonal of S that has exactly one endpoint in D.
In the next subsection we will use the length of that diagonal to determine which phase D should be
assigned to. The following is another observation about d-clusters that we use when assigning them to
phases.
Fact 5.3 [10, Lemma 3.3]. For any d-cluster D with m > 2 children, let l be the length of a shortest
diagonal connecting two children of D, and let l′ be the length of a longest diagonal connecting two
children of D. Then l′ < l ·3m−1.
5.1. Greedy triangulation of a d-cluster
For a d-cluster D, denote by GT(D) the set consisting of all greedy diagonals ofD that connect distinct
children of D. It suffices to find GT(D) in order to compute the greedy triangulation of D, since we may
assume that the greedy triangulation of each child of D has already been computed. Let l be the length
of the shortest diagonal connecting two children of D. We compute the greedy triangulation of D in a
sequence p0,p1, . . . of phases. The objective of a phase pi is to produce all greedy diagonals in GT(D)
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of length in [li ,1.2li ), where li , also called the parameter of phase pi , equals 1.2i l. By Fact 5.3, if D has
m children then O(m) phases suffice to compute GT(D).
Consider a childD′ ofD. Let l′ be the length of the shortest diagonal connecting D′ with another child
of D (this diagonal is given to us from the algorithm in [10]). Clearly, every diagonal in GT(D) with an
endpoint in D′ has length > l′, so D′ can be ignored until we reach a phase at which we produce greedy
diagonals of length > l′. Therefore, if i is the greatest integer such that l′ > li , then D′ is assigned to
phase pi . In this way we assign each child of D to a phase, and each child is kept idle until we reach the
phase which it is assigned to.
During the phases we augment a PSLG G (initially empty) in the following way. Between every two
phases pi−1 and pi , we augmentGwith the greedy triangulation of each child ofD that has been assigned
to phase pi (so G may be unconnected). Then, during phase pi , each time we produce a greedy diagonal,
we augment G with the edge corresponding to this diagonal. Hence, G becomes the greedy triangulation
of D after the last phase. A property of G is that none of its edges is longer than 1.2 times the length of
its shortest diagonal (greedy diagonals are not necessarily produced by increasing length within a phase).
Such a PSLG shall be called a greedy PSLG.
6. Grouping vertices on concave chains
Definition 6.1. A concave chain of a greedy PSLG G is a maximal sequence v1, v2, . . . , vm of at
least three vertices (v1 and vm may be the same vertex but all others are distinct) such that for
k = 1,2, . . . ,m − 1, (vk, vk+1) is an edge of G, and for k = 2,3, . . . ,m − 1, vk−1, vk, vk+1 is a right
turn and (vk, vk+1) is the next edge around vk in clockwise order from (vk−1, vk).
Definition 6.2. An l-compvertex (compound vertex) of a greedy PSLGG is a subsequence v1, v2, . . . , vm
of a concave chain of G that satisfies the following two properties:
(1) the (straight-line) distance between v1 and vm is less than l/8, and
(2) if we walk on the edges (v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vm−1, vm), then we do not change direction by more
than 45◦ in total.
Thus the l-compvertices of G are not defined uniquely. However, we are merely interested in having a
set of l-compvertices which satisfies certain properties, defined as follows.
Definition 6.3. A set C of l-compvertices of a greedy PSLG G is said to be legal if it satisfies the
following four properties:
(1) if any two l-compvertices in C have a vertex in common, then this vertex is an endpoint of both
l-compvertices,
(2) each l-compvertex c in C is maximal in the sense that no vertex not belonging to an l-compvertex in
C can be added to c so as to form another l-compvertex,
(3) the set C is maximal in the sense that there is no l-compvertex of G disjoint from all l-compvertices
in C, and
(4) the set C is minimal in the sense that no two l-compvertices in C can be merged into a single
l-compvertex.
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Although there may be many different legal sets of l-compvertices of G, there are sufficient rules to
decide whether a set of sequences of vertices of G is a legal set of l-compvertices. These rules enable
the algorithm to compute efficiently a legal set of li+1-compvertices of G, having computed a legal set of
li-compvertices, between every two phases pi and pi+1. An l-compvertex is represented by pointers to its
first two and last two vertices. On the other hand, each vertex has a pointer to information concerning the
(at most two) l-compvertices of which it is an endpoint. Using this structure, we can easily traverse each
l-compvertex in constant time per vertex of the l-compvertex (G is represented by a doubly connected
edge list).
When a d-cluster D′ which has been assigned to phase pi is added toG, the convex hull of D′ consists
of one concave chain (or a degenerate concave chain if D′ has less than three vertices) and the interior
of its convex hull has already been fully triangulated. Since the interior is triangulated, any legal set of
li-compvertices of D′ contains only vertices on the convex hull of D′. Hence, a legal set is easily found
by performing one walk along the convex hull of D′. Furthermore, any legal set of li-compvertices of
D′ consists of at most a constant number of li-compvertices, since D′ is contained in a rectangle of
diameter < li .
Given a legal set C of l-compvertices of G, the remaining objects in our working data structure are
pointers to certain vertices, called isolated vertices or isolvertices, which are defined below. Let v be a
vertex ofG. If all greedy triangles incident to v have been produced, then v is said to be hidden, otherwise
we say that v is manifest. A manifest vertex v is called an isolvertex unless the following two conditions
hold simultaneously: (i) there are vertices u and w such that u, v,w is a subsequence of an l-compvertex
in C, and (ii) all greedy triangles incident to v and overlapping with the interior of the convex hull of
{u, v,w} have been produced.
As our algorithm works, by adding greedy edges to G in approximately increasing order according
to their length, for each manifest vertex v there are at most a constant number of open regions in the
immediate vicinity of v that are disjoint from produced greedy triangles and bounded by two edges
incident to v. Therefore, we can easily keep track of each such open region at v, and remove them
subsequently as they are included in greedy triangles. When v is adjacent to no such open region, v
becomes hidden and the pointer to v is removed from our working data structure.
A special case that we treat separately is when we have a small bipartite polygon defined as follows.
A bipartite polygon is called l-bipartite if, given a partition of its vertices into two poles, the distance
between any two vertices in the same pole is < l.
Remark. In Lemma 6.4 below we do not use a greedy PSLG (since it would increase the number of
details). However, at the beginning of a phase, G satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and we will use
the results of the lemma only at the beginning of a phase.
Lemma 6.4. LetG be any PSLG and let l be the length of the shortest (non-edge) diagonal ofG. Assume
that all l-bipartite polygons of G are fully triangulated, and that each edge of G that is not internal to
any l-bipartite polygon has length less than l. Then, given any legal set of l-compvertices of G and any
circle C of radius O(l), C contains at most a constant number of l-compvertices and isolvertices induced
by this legal set.
Proof. We say that u, v,w is a convex corner at v if (u, v) and (v,w) are two edges of G lying next
to each other around v and 6 u, v,w < 180◦. A concave corner is similar, except that the corresponding
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Fig. 3. For the proof of Sublemma 6.5.
angle is > 180◦. The two edges forming a corner are called the arms of the corner. A region contains a
corner u, v,w if it contains v. A convex corner u, v,w is said to be open if (u,w) is not an edge of G.
We shall first prove two sublemmas: one dealing with open convex corners (for the isolvertices), and the
other with concave chains (for the l-compvertices).
Sublemma 6.5. The circle C contains a constant number of open convex corners.
Proof. Let C1 and C2 be any two concentric circles of diameter l/4 and 3l/4, respectively. It is
straightforward to show that the angle of each open convex corner in C1 is> 60◦ and has at least one arm,
called intersecting arm, that intersects the boundary of C1 and the boundary of C2. Hence, the sublemma
follows easily if we show that there are a constant number of intersecting arms of open convex corners
in C1. Let a be an intersecting arm of an open convex corner at a vertex v in C1, and assume w.l.o.g. that
the other arm, call it b, of the corner is oriented clockwise from a. Further, let d be the next intersecting
arm in clockwise order from a of an open convex corner at another vertex in C1 (see Fig. 3).
It suffices to prove that the part of the region between C2 and C1 that a and d cut off has area (l2).
Therefore, we hypothesize that this part has area < c l2, where c is a sufficiently small constant, and
derive a contradiction. Intuitively, our hypothesis implies that a and d are almost parallel and very close
to each other. Indeed, it can be shown that there is a constant κ such that the angle between a and d is
< cκ and such that the maximum distance between them within C2 −C1 is < cκl.
Let e be the next edge intersecting the boundary of C2 in clockwise order from a. From our hypothesis
it follows that e and b are not identical, because the angle between a and b is > 60◦ (but d and e may be
the same edge). Further, since no vertex properly visible from the convex corner at v is within distance
< l from v, almost whole e is properly visible from v (but no endpoint of e). Now, if e intersects both
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C2 and C1, the part of e lying in C2 − C1 has length > l/4. On the other hand, if e has an endpoint in
C2−C1, the part of e lying in C2−C1 can only be slightly smaller than l/4, as the angle between a and
b is > 60◦ and e is close to and almost parallel with a. (For example, if we use c = (1000κ)−1, it can be
shown that part of e is > 0.996l/4.) We aim to show that a and e are walls of an l-bipartite polygon.
Let Ia and Ie be the points in which a and e intersect the boundary of C2, respectively, and let ua and
ue be the endpoints of a and e that are external to C2, respectively. Let Q be the quadrangle with vertices
Ia, Ie, ue, ua . Clearly, |Ia, ua|< 3l/4, because the part of a in the region between C2 and C1 has length
> l/4. By a similar argument, |Ie, ue| is less than or approximately equal to 3l/4 (using our small c again,
we get that it is less than 1.002 times 3l/4). Consequently, no straight-line segment completely in Q can
be much longer than 3l/4, and for our purposes it is enough to prove that such a segment has length < l.
If no edge of G crosses (ua, ue) then (ua, ue) is an edge of G, and hence, {ua, ue} (could) form a pole
of an l-bipartite polygon that has a and e as walls. On the other hand, if an edge of G crosses (ua, ue)
then it must leave an endpoint in Q, because it cannot intersect the other sides of Q. In this case, we
consider the convex hull of ua, ue and all vertices in the interior of Q. Every edge of this convex hull,
except (ua, ue), is also an edge of G since it has length < l and does not cross any edge of G. Hence, if
an edge of G crosses (ua, ue) then there is a concave chain connecting ua and ue which (could) form a
pole of an l-bipartite polygon.
Now, if b and e have an endpoint in common, then a and e are the walls of an l-bipartite polygon.
Otherwise, consider the triangle T bounded by e, h and the straight-line extension of b, where h is the
straight-line segment connecting the endpoints of b and e that are different than v and ue, respectively.
Since h is the only side of T that an edge ofGmay cross, we can as above consider the convex hull of the
vertices in T . In this way, we infer that there is a concave chain connecting v and the endpoint of e which
is different than ue , and hence, a and e are the walls of an l-bipartite polygon. This is a contradiction to
the open convex corner at v, since all l-bipartite polygons are already triangulated. 2
Sublemma 6.6. The circle C contains a constant number of concave chains.
Proof. Let C1 and C2 be any two concentric circles of radius c l and c l + 3l/2, respectively, where c
is an arbitrary positive constant. It suffices to prove that there are a constant number of concave chains
in C1. We call a concave chain solid if it has no vertex in C2 such that there is an open convex corner at
this vertex. By Sublemma 6.5 there are a constant number of open convex corners in C2. Thus it suffices
to show that there are a constant number of solid concave chains in C1. Let J be any solid concave chain
in C1 and suppose that J has a concave corner at a vertex v and that v lies in C1. In the properly visible
region of the concave corner at v, let a be the shortest straight-line segment from v to an edge of G, and
let e be that edge. Note that no edge of G crosses a.
We aim to prove by contradiction that |a|> l/2. Therefore, assume that |a|6 l/2. We observe that a
cannot be incident to an endpoint of e, because no vertex within distance < l from v is properly visible
from the concave corner at v. Let T be the triangle of smallest area bounded by a, e and (v, u), where
u is an endpoint of e (see Fig. 4). The side of T collinear with e has length < l/2, and so, by triangle
inequality, |v,u|< l. Moreover, any edge of G that crosses (v, u) must leave an endpoint in T , since it
may not intersect a nor e. Let the set CH consist of (v, u) if no edge of G crosses (v, u), otherwise let
CH consist of every edge except (v, u) of the convex hull of v,u and all vertices in the interior of T .
Clearly, each segment in CH has length < l and does not cross any edge of G, which implies that it is in
fact an edge of G. Now, if no arm of the concave corner at v intersects T , then there would be an edge
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Fig. 4. For the proof of Sublemma 6.6.
of G (segment of CH) incident to v and in the properly visible region of the concave corner at v, that is,
a contradiction. In the remaining case, when an arm of the concave corner at v intersects T , the segments
in CH (which also are edges of G) would be a part of J , and hence, u would be an endpoint of J and
there would be an open convex corner at u. Thus u has to be external to C2 which is impossible since
|e| + |a|< 3l/2. This proves that |a|> l/2.
From the previous paragraph it follows that there is an open semi-circle H of radius l/2 which is
centered at v and that lies in the properly visible region of the concave corner at v, such that this semi-
circle does not intersect any edge nor any vertex of G. Let H ′ be such a semi-circle centered at any
vertex v′ which belongs to a solid concave chain different than J . If H and H ′ are disjoint then it follows
that there are a constant number of solid concave chains with a concave corner in C1, because each of
them cuts off a distinct part of C2 that has area (l2). Therefore, we assume that H and H ′ intersects,
and derive a contradiction. Note that (v, v′) has length < l, so it is either an edge of G or it is crossed by
an edge of G. Thus some part of (v, v′) must be external to H ∪H ′, since H ∪H ′ cannot intersect any
edge of G. Let p be a point in H ∩H ′, and let T ′ be the triangle (v,p, v′). Clearly, any edge of G which
crosses (v, v′) must leave an endpoint in T ′, because it may not intersect (v,p) nor (v′,p). Hence, we
can consider the convex hull of v, v′ and all vertices in the interior of T ′ to conclude that v and v′ belong
to the same concave chain, which completes the contradiction.
Thus H and H ′ do not intersect, and, consequently, there is a constant number of solid concave chains
in C1 with a concave corner in C1. The sublemma now follows if we show that there are a constant
number of solid concave chains in C1 not having any vertex in C1. Clearly, each chain of the latter type
has to have a concave corner at some vertex in C2. So it suffices to prove that there is a constant number
of these chains in C2. It is easily seen that this can be proved in the same manner as we proved that there
are a constant number of solid concave chains with a concave corner in C1, by letting C2 and C3 play the
role of C1 and C2, where C3 is a circle of radius l(c+ 3) and concentric with C2. 2
Continuation of the proof of Lemma 6.4. Let C1 and C2 be the two circles in the proof of
Sublemma 6.6. In the same manner as in the proof of Sublemma 6.6 we can show that a concave
chain completely internal to C1 cannot turn more than a constant number of degrees. Indeed, if we
would hypothesize that it turns more than, say, a thousand degrees, then after the initial turn of 360◦
it should curl inside itself, if we start from the outermost part. But as in the proof of Sublemma 6.6,
to each remaining turn of 180◦ of the chain, we can associate an empty semi-circle H of area (l2)
lying within C1 such that H is disjoint from all other such semi-circles associated to turns. From this
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observation it also follows that a concave chain in C1 that is not completely internal to C1 has a constant
number of (maximal) pieces that are completely internal to C1, because each such piece defines a turn
of 180◦ of the concave chain, and can thus be associated with an empty semi-circle of area (l2) lying
within C2. So, together with Sublemma 6.5, we obtain Lemma 6.4. 2
7. Computing a phase pi
Recall that each d-cluster D is triangulated separately and in a sequence p0,p1, . . . of phases. It
remains to describe how a phase pi works. The goal is to produce every greedy diagonal in GT(D)
of length in [li ,1.2li ), where GT(D) consists of all greedy diagonals that connect distinct children of D.
In the continuation, when we refer to an li-compvertex or an isolvertex, we will mean one from some
legal set of li-compvertices and isolvertices of the greedy PSLG G created so far at phase pi .
Let G be the greedy PSLG created so far during phase pi . At the beginning of phase pi , G consists
of all greedy edges added at phases p0,p1, . . . , pi−1 and the greedy triangulation of each child of D that
has been assigned to phases p0,p1, . . . , pi . Further, at the beginning of phase pi , our li-compvertices and
isolvertices are from some legal set of the greedy PSLG G.
When we say that two li -compvertices are connected by a diagonal, we mean a diagonal that is disjoint
from the back regions of both li-compvertices. The back region of an li-compvertex v1, v2, . . . , vm is
depicted in Fig. 5. To simplify the presentation, we use the term hypervertex when referring to either an
li-compvertex or an isolvertex.
As an invariant, we maintain for each pair of hypervertices the shortest diagonal that connects them if
this diagonal exists and has length < 1.2li . Two hypervertices that are connected by such a short diagonal
will be called an interacting pair. By dmin(h,h′) we denote a shortest diagonal connecting a pair (h,h′)
of hypervertices. All interacting pairs are kept in a pool. Define the neighborhood of an interacting pair
(h,h′) of hypervertices to be the set of all other interacting pairs (t, t ′) such that both t and t ′ have an
endpoint within distance< 3li from an endpoint of h or h′ (the endpoints of an isolvertex are defined to be
the isolvertex itself). The construction of the pool and neighborhoods is described in the next subsection.
Consider any pair (h,h′) of hypervertices in the pool. Among all pairs (t, t ′) of hypervertices in the
neighborhood of (h,h′), the one with shortest dmin(t, t ′) is called the strongest pair. If dmin(h,h′) is not
longer than dmin(t, t ′), where (t, t ′) is the strongest pair in the neighborhood of (h,h′), then it is easy to
show that dmin(h,h′) is a greedy diagonal, and it is therefore produced. On the other hand, if dmin(h,h′)
is longer than dmin(t, t ′), then the pair (h,h′) is pushed onto a stack and we try to produce dmin(t, t ′)
instead.
Fig. 5. The four regions of a compvertex. b1 and bm are semi-infinite parts of the bisectors of (v1, v2) and
(vm−1, vm), respectively, whereas e1 and em are semi-infinite parts of the straight-line extensions of (v1, v2) and
(vm−1, vm), respectively.
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When a greedy edge connecting a pair (h,h′) of hypervertices is produced and inserted, this edge may
block the visibility between previously interacting pairs. Further, if the newly produced edge is incident
to an li-compvertex, this li-compvertex may be split into (at most) two new li-compvertices, and the
endpoints of the new edge might become isolvertices. Consequently, in the vicinity of (h,h′), we have to
perform some updating of our working data structure. The updates are described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3
(see also Fig. 6). Among the pairs lying in the stack, only the one on top may be affected by these updates
(the reason for this is the same as in Section 3, that is, only the top of the stack may contain (h,h′) in its
neighborhood).
The algorithm for phase pi is as follows, starting with an empty stack:
Phase pi :
loop
if the stack is empty then
remove from the pool any pair (h,h′)
else
pop (h,h′) from the stack
endif
let (t, t ′) be the strongest pair in the neighborhood of (h,h′)
if dmin(t, t ′) is shorter than dmin(h,h′) then
push (h,h′) onto the stack
push (t, t ′) onto the stack
else
produce the greedy diagonal dmin(h,h′)
update the working data structure
endif
if both the stack and the pool are empty then
exit loop
endif
endloop
end Phase pi
7.1. Creating the pool
For each hypervertex h, we compute the set Nh consisting of all other hypervertices that have an
endpoint within distance < 3li from an endpoint of h. By Lemma 6.4, there is only a constant number of
hypervertices in Nh (the pool is created at the beginning of pi , so the conditions of Lemma 6.4 hold). We
can therefore compute Nh in constant time by using the hierarchical range searching technique developed
in [9]. That technique builds basically on the construction of a threaded quadtree for the input point set S,
which can be done in linear time given the Delaunay triangulation of S. In our case it suffices to associate
each endpoint of every hypervertex with the node of the quadtree that corresponds to the smallest square
with side length > li containing the endpoint, and to maintain references from such endpoints to their
hypervertices. For more details we refer to [9].
Since there are only a constant number of hypervertices in Nh, we can in constant time find the set
of all hypervertices that have both of their endpoints within distance < (1.2+ 2/8)li = 1.45li from both
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endpoints of h (only these hypervertices may interact with h since the distance between the endpoints of
an li -compvertex is < li/8). For each of these hypervertices, say h′, we compute the shortest diagonal (if
it exists) that connects h and h′. If this diagonal has length < 1.2li then the pair (h,h′) is interacting and
thus added to the pool.
We apply different methods for finding the shortest diagonal connecting a pair of li-compvertices,
depending on how they are facing each other. First we need the following definitions. We say that an
li-compvertex c′ is slant with respect to an li -compvertex c if c′ has an endpoint v′ such that each vertex
of c is closer to v′ than to any other vertex of c′ (this means that no vertex of c lies in the interior of the
front region of c′). Two li-compvertices c and c′ are said to be opposite to each other if none of them is
slant with respect to the other.
Let c and c′ be a pair of li-compvertices such that c′ is slant with respect to c. Let v1, v2, . . . , vm be
the vertex sequence of c, and let v′ be the endpoint of c′ which is closest to the vertices of c. Using
the terminology of Section 4, the shortest anchor of (c, c′) connects v′ with the mate of v′ among
the vertices of c. If this anchor does not coincide with a produced greedy edge, then it is the shortest
diagonal connecting c and c′, otherwise the shortest diagonal forms a triangle with this anchor. To
find a mate of v′ we begin with k = 1 and proceed to larger k’s. For each k we check each of the
conditions, |v′, vk| 6 |v′, vk+1| and |v′, vm−k+1| 6 |v′, vm−k|, until one of them holds. It follows from
Observation 4.3(a) that the scan stops when the mate of v′ has been found. (It is important to alternate
the scan in this way, because it ensures that we do not consider more vertices than twice the number we
would consider if we started from the best direction.) Note that if a greedy edge incident to c is produced
such that it crosses the shortest diagonal connecting c′ and c, then it is easy to find the shortest diagonal
connecting c′ and the remaining piece of c, because it connects v′ with an endpoint of this piece, by
Observation 4.3.
The shortest diagonal connecting an isolvertex v′ and an li-compvertex c can be found by the same
technique as above, and to find the shortest diagonal connecting two isolvertices is trivial. Finally, using
the results in Section 4, the shortest diagonal connecting a pair of opposite li-compvertices can easily
be found in O(m) time, where m denotes the total number vertices of the pair (see Section 7.3 for more
details).
7.2. Updates when a new greedy edge is produced
When a new greedy edge e is produced and inserted, the endpoints of e might become new isolvertices.
In some cases we would not need to add an isolvertex if it belongs to an li-compvertices (Fig. 6(a)), but in
some cases we do need to add one to handle diagonals going through the back region (v in Fig. 6(b)); for
simplicity we add one in either case (as long as it is an isolvertex according to definition). On the other
hand, if e closes a triangle then we might need to remove an isolvertex from our working data structure
(as in Fig. 6(c)).
When e is inserted we also need to check whether it induces one or two li -bipartite polygons (Fig. 6(d)),
in which case these polygons are triangulated in linear time as described in Section 4. After that, we
need to check whether e splits any li-compvertex into (at most) two new li-compvertices. For example,
in Fig. 6(d) two new li-compvertices are created, in (a) four new are created, and in (e) there are no
new li-compvertices. Let N be the set of new li-compvertices and isolvertices that are created as e is
produced (assuming any induced li -bipartite polygon has been triangulated). We need to find for each
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Fig. 6. Some example cases when inserting a new greedy edge (the dashed line). Each concave chain is an
li -compvertex (in reality, they are much shorter compared to the new edge than depicted here).
hypervertex in N all other hypervertices that interact with it. Below we describe how this can be done for
an hypervertex h in N .
We shall assume that h is an li-compvertex and that e (before it was inserted) connected two li -
compvertices c and c′. This is merely to make the writing more easy because an isolvertex is treated
in about the same way (but one might have to consider the isolvertex as being a degenerate li-compvertex
to give words such as "subsequence" a meaning). Since h is a subsequence of either c or c′, say of c, a
hypervertex not included in c′ interacts with h only if it interacts with c. Therefore, for each hypervertex
h′ that interacts with c, we compute the shortest diagonal (if it exists) connecting h′ and h. This can be
done without asymptotically increasing the running time by the method described in the next subsection.
Next, if e splits c′ into (at most two) new li-compvertices or induces a new isolvertex, then one of these
new hypervertices may also interact with h, in which case we compute the shortest diagonal connecting
that li-compvertex and h. Again, this is done according to the next subsection.
In this way, we obtain all interacting pairs of hypervertices of which one element equals h. These
pairs are then added to our working data structure. After having done this for each hypervertex in N ,
we remove all interacting pairs (a, b) for which the shortest diagonal crosses the newly produced greedy
edge e, because it can be shown that all diagonals connecting a and b then cross e. Of course, we also
remove an interacting pair (a, b) if a or b is not any longer a hypervertex (this happens if a or b is an
li-compvertex which has been split into new li -compvertices by e, or if a or b is an isolvertex for which
all greedy triangles have been produced).
Ignoring the time used to find shortest diagonals connecting new interacting pairs, all of the above
described updates can be carried out in constant time due to the fact that there are only a constant number
of li -compvertices involved.
7.3. Maintaining shortest diagonals
At the beginning of phase pi , let (c, c′) be any pair of interacting li-compvertices. During phase pi ,
each time we produce a new greedy edge incident to c or c′, we may obtain new interacting pairs
consisting of pieces of c and c′, and we want to find the shortest diagonal connecting each new pair.
For the case when c′ is slant with respect to c, or vice versa, we already observed in Section 7.1 that
this can be done in constant time for each new pair, after having found the shortest diagonal connecting
c and c′. Therefore, we assume that (c, c′) is an interacting pair of opposite li -compvertices, and that
c has the largest number of vertices. Let m denote the number of vertices of c. We show how it is
possible throughout the whole phase pi to maintain the shortest diagonal connecting each pair consisting
of interacting pieces of c and c′ in total time O(m). In particular, we maintain a data structure, called
anchor structure, which is constructed as follows.
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Fig. 7. Using the anchor structure.
First, associate all vertices of c with their mates among the vertices of c′, and vice versa (see Section 4).
Using this mate structure it is easy find all anchors connecting c and c′. Let v1, v2, . . . , vm be the vertex
sequence of c. We call vbm/2c the median of c. Next we build a structure which allows us to find in
constant time, for each vertex v of c, the shortest anchor lying between v and the median. This can be
done by performing two walks on the vertices of c, both walks starting at the median but one proceeding
clockwise and the other counterclockwise. The total time for constructing the anchor structure for (c, c′)
in this manner is O(m). For a vertex u and an li -compvertex c, denote by matec(u) the mate of u among
the vertices of c.
Now, for any interacting pair h and h′ of li-compvertices which are subsequences of c and c′,
respectively, using the anchor structure we can find the shortest diagonal connecting h and h′ in constant
time if the following condition holds: if v and v′ are the endpoints of h′, then the median lies between
mateh(v) and mateh(v′) (see Fig. 7). To see this, let d be the shortest diagonal connecting h and h′. The
diagonal d has at least one of the following two properties:
(1) d is the shortest internal anchor of (h,h′), or
(2) d is incident to an endpoint of h or h′.
For any vertex u of h, if matec′(u) is in h′, then mateh′(u) equals matec′(u), otherwise mateh′(u) is an
endpoint of h′ (see Observation 4.3(a)). Thus, for each vertex of h (h′), we can easily find its mate among
the vertices of h′ (h). Moreover, by Observation 4.3(b), d cannot cross (v,mateh(v)) nor (v′,mateh(v′)).
Therefore, in case (1), d is the shortest anchor according to the anchor structure lying either between
mateh(v) and the median or between mateh(v′) and the median. In case (2), d either connects an endpoint
of h (h′) with its mate among the vertices of h′ (h), or d forms a triangle with a produced greedy edge that
connects an endpoint of h with an endpoint of h′. Thus we can find d by selecting the shortest diagonal
among these candidates.
We use an anchor structure as long as the above mentioned condition holds. When we need to find the
shortest diagonal connecting two interacting pieces h and h′, such that the median does not lie between
mateh(v) and mateh(v′), we compute a new anchor structure as follows. Let t be the piece of h that
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lies between mateh(v) and mateh(v′). Then, compute the anchor structure of (t, h′), selecting as a new
median the median of the piece t or h′ which has the greatest number of vertices. From now on we use
this anchor structure to find the shortest diagonal d when property (1) holds for d . Since the old median
is not contained in t , the number of vertices in (t, h′) is not more than 3/4 times the number of vertices
we had the last time we computed an anchor structure. However, if a greedy edge e connecting c and c′ is
produced, then there may be two pairs of interacting pieces. The first time this happen, we can compute
the anchor structure for each pair within O(m) time. So, in the continuation, we may assume that c and c′
were already connected by some greedy edge e′ at their endpoints. But if they were connected by e′, then
the part of (c, c′) lying between e′ and e forms an li -bipartite polygon, which is triangulated separately. In
other words, there is only one pair of interacting pieces during the whole phase. Hence, since we compute
the anchor structure for an exponentially decreasing number of vertices, the total time is O(m).
8. Analysis of the run time
The goal of this section is to show that our algorithm computes the greedy triangulation of the input
point set S in linear time, given the Delaunay triangulation of S (recall that the Delaunay triangulation is
only used for computing the threaded quadtree in Section 7.1 and the hierarchy of d-clusters in Section 5).
We divide the time used by the algorithm into various types of tasks. The most difficult is the time used
to find shortest diagonals connecting interacting pairs of hypervertices, when those diagonals are incident
to non-endpoint vertices of compvertices. For all other types of tasks, in each phase we use linear time
with respect to the number of hypervertices considered during the phase.
Let m equal the number of diagonals in GT(D) (all greedy diagonals connecting the children of a
d-cluster D). So, if we temporarily ignore the time used to find shortest diagonals, it suffices to show
that the total number of hypervertices considered during the computation of GT(D) is O(m). To do this,
we first recall that whenever a d-cluster D′ is added between two phases pi−1 and pi , where D′ is a
child of D that has been assigned to phase pi , it contributes at most a constant number of hypervertices.
All other hypervertices are created either by merging old hypervertices, or by adding at most a constant
number of new hypervertices for each newly produced greedy edge. (By merging, we refer to an event
that happens when a new legal set of compvertices is computed between two phases, namely, when a
new compvertex is created by merging two or more neighboring hypervertices.) Hence, the total number
of different, although possibly overlapping, hypervertices considered during the computation of GT(D)
is O(m).
Now, for each hypervertex we consider all its occurrences, one occurrence for each phase at which it is
considered. We claim that the total number of such occurrences, considering all hypervertices, is O(m).
So, if we temporarily ignore the time used to find shortest diagonals, it remains to prove our claim.
The claim follows immediately from the previous paragraphs for those occurrences belonging to the
last c phases, where c is an arbitrarily large constant. We can also assume that we only count the
occurrences of hypervertices that exist at more than a constant number of phases. To deal with the
remaining occurrences, we associate each one of them with an “event” (an edge production or a merging
of hypervertices) which happens within a constant number of phases starting from pi and within distance
O(li) from the occurrence, where pi is the phase containing the occurrence.
As we are only interested in hypervertices that have more than a constant number of occurrences, we
can associate an occurrence to an event between two phases, at which time the conditions of Lemma 6.4
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hold. Because of the O(li) distance and Lemma 6.4 we assign at most a constant number of occurrences
to every edge production and merging. So our claim follows if we show that each occurrence can be
associated with an event in this way.
Now, let us assume that there is an occurrence belonging to a phase pi such that it cannot be associated
with an edge production in the above mentioned way. To prove our claim it suffices to show that the
occurrence can be associated with a merging that happens within a constant number of phases starting
from pi . To do this, consider two circles centered at some vertex of the occurrence such that the radius
of one is three times the radius of the other, which in turn is much larger (but only by a constant factor)
than li .
Let pj be the first phase such that lj is larger than the diameter of the outer circle. If an edge would
have been produced in the outer circle between pi and pj , it would be within distance O(li) from the
occurrence (since lj =O(li)). On the other hand, if no edge has been produced in the outer circle between
pi and pj , all edges in the outer circle are shorter than li . Thus, assuming that we have not been able
to associate the occurrence with an edge production until phase pj , all edges within the outer circle are
shorter than li , and there are no diagonals completely within the outer circle.
However, there must exist at least one vertex between the outer and the inner circle, because otherwise
the vertices inside the inner circle would constitute a d-cluster. Thus there must exist a concave chain
consisting of such short edges (of length < li ) that connects the occurrence with a vertex outside the
inner circle. Consequently, before we reached pj , many hypervertices on this chain must have been
merged, and so we can associate the occurrence to one of them.
It remains only to calculate the time used for finding shortest diagonals between interacting pairs of
hypervertices. For this purpose, a vertex v is said to be hyperactive at a phase pi if v belongs to an li -
compvertex c but is not an endpoint of c, and c interacts with an li-compvertex c′ which is opposite to c
(so there is a vertex of c′ in the front region of c and within distance < 1.45li from the vertices of c). The
left and right region of a concave corner u, v,w is defined similarly as for the corresponding compvertex
consisting of these three vertices (see Fig. 5 in Section 7).
Lemma 8.1. Any vertex v can be hyperactive during at most a constant number of phases.
Proof. Until we reach the end of the proof, when we consider some phase, we assume that v will become
hyperactive during some succeeding phase. This means, in particular, that v does not become an endpoint
of a compvertex by receiving a greedy edge. By compi(v) we denote the li-compvertex that v belongs to
at the beginning of phase pi .
Suppose that v is hyperactive at a phase pi , so there is some vertex u in the front region of compi(v)
and within distance < 1.45li from v. Assume without loss of generality that u lies in the left region of the
concave corner at v, and consider the situation (before we start to produce greedy edges) at the beginning
of phase pi+c, where c is a sufficiently large constant. Let e1 = (v1, u1) be the first greedy edge (among
those produced so far) that is crossed by a straight-line walk from v to u, and let p be the point in which
e1 and (v, u) intersect (see Fig. 8). Since no vertex within distance < li+c from v is properly visible from
the concave corner at v, it follows that v can see a part of e1 that is at least li+c − 1.45li long. But as
e1 has length < li+c , one endpoint of e1, say v1, has the property that each side of the triangle (v,p, v1)
is shorter than 2 · 1.45li < li+c (for c > 6). Thus there is either a concave chain connecting v and v1, or
v and v1 are the endpoints of the same greedy edge. Further, the other endpoint of e1, say u1, has to be
properly visible from the concave corner at v (if some greedy edge would cross (v, u1) then this edge
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would have an endpoint inside the triangle (v,p,u1), and so, v1 would be closer to that endpoint than
to u1). Hence, u1 must lie in the left region of the concave corner at v (u1 would otherwise be closer to v
than to v1).
Observation 8.2. The angle between (the straight-line extension of) e1 and the bisector of the right arm
of the concave corner at v is less than 52.2◦.
Proof. Let b be the bisector of the right arm of the concave corner at v, and let c be the line passing
through u and v. It suffices to show that the angle between b and c is < 52.2◦ (see Fig. 9).
Let a be the left bisector bounding the front region of compi(v). Since the angle between a and b
is 6 45◦ (by the definition of li-compvertices), it suffices to show that the angle α between c and a is
< 7.2◦. To do this, we observe that since u is in the front region of compi(v), u cannot lie to the left of a.
Moreover, |u, v|> li , whereas |v, a|< li/8. Consider the right-angled triangle bounded by a, c and the
line perpendicular to a and passing through v, whose one angle is α. By the above constraints we obtain
that the hypotenuse of this triangle has length > li and the length of the side connecting v to a is < li/8.
Hence, it holds that sinα < 1/8, from which it follows that α is < 7.2◦. 2
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Continuation of the proof of Lemma 8.1. Now, since u1 is within distance < li+c + 1.45li < li+c+1
from v (for c > 11), a greedy edge e2 has to be produced during pi+c which is shorter than (v, u1)
and blocks the visibility between v and u1. However, e2 is only slightly longer than e1, more precisely,
|e2|< |v,u1|< |e1| + 1.45li . Therefore, the endpoint of e2, say u2, which is properly visible from v has
to be blocked by some greedy edge e3, and so on. Proceeding in this way, we realize that, at the beginning
of phase pi+c , there was a sequence u1, u2, . . . of vertices, such that each uk (k > 1) will receive a greedy
edge ek with the following three properties:
(1) ek blocks the visibility between v and uk−1,
(2) ek is shorter than (v, uk−1), and
(3) |ek|< |ek−1| + 1.45li .
We claim that this sequence of vertices forms exactly one concave chain. Indeed, if some uj+2 is not a
part of a concave chain between u1 and uj+1, then uj+2 has to be further away from uj than the length of
ej+1, otherwise (uj+2, uj ) would have been produced instead of ej+1. But in this case the angle between
ej and ej+2 would be greater than or approximately equal to 60◦. (We can show that it is > 52.2◦ for
c > 19, and > 59◦ for c > 29.) Hence, by Observation 8.2, uj+2 would lie in the right region of the
concave corner at v, and so, uj+2 would be closer to v than to the other endpoint of ej+2. Thus the
sequence forms exactly one concave chain.
Now, since each uk lies in the left region of the concave corner at v, we realize that after an
additional c phases after pi+c , the above mentioned concave chain becomes almost collinear with the
diagonals connecting the chain and v, that is, the chain becomes slant with respect to any compvertex
that includes v.
From the above discussion we can conclude that if v was hyperactive at a phase pi , and a compvertex
opposite to compi(v) had some vertex in the left region of the concave corner at v, then after 2c additional
phases, v can only become hyperactive due to a compvertex that is opposite and has all of its vertices in
the right region of the concave corner at v. But if this would happen at some phase, say, pk , then there is a
vertex u′ in the right region of the concave corner at v, in front of compk(v), and within distance < 1.45lk
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from v. This case is completely symmetrical to the one treated above, which means that v cannot become
hyperactive at some phase after pk+2c. 2
Now, for interacting pairs of opposite compvertices we spend at each phase O(η) time, where η is
the total number of vertices in those pairs (see Section 7.3). Hence, by Lemma 8.1, the total time spent
for interacting pairs of opposite compvertices is O(m). Thus, it only remains to consider the case where
exactly one compvertex c′ is slant with respect to another compvertex c during a phase pi (if both are
slant with respect to each other then the shortest diagonal connects an endpoint of one with an endpoint
of the other, and can thus be found in constant time). We shall treat this case in a manner resembling the
proof of Lemma 8.1. Below we show how it can be done.
Let v be any vertex of c which is not an endpoint of c. We assume w.l.o.g. that v is in the right region
of c′. After a constant but sufficiently large number of phases, say during phase pj , if v has still not
received any greedy edge, then there is a greedy edge e blocking the visibility between v and c′. As in
the proof of Lemma 8.1 we can show that almost whole e is visible from v, and that one of the endpoints
of e is much closer to v than the other (see Fig. 10). Further, since c was not slant with respect to c′, there
was a vertex of c′ in the front region of c, and so, e has the following two properties:
(1) it is almost parallel to the left bisector bounding the front region of the compvertex including v, and
(2) the endpoint of e farthest from v lies in the left region of the concave corner at v.
From this point on we assume that when the algorithm is searching a compvertex including v, then it is
searching from the left to the right, if looking at the ends does not suffice. We can make this assumption
because the algorithm, by the alternating method in Section 7.1, spends actually linear time with respect
to the most efficient direction. Now, by our assumption, the next time the search for a mate continues
after passing v there must be some vertex v′′ visible from v and lying in the right region of the concave
corner at v and in the front of the compvertex including v (otherwise we would have found the mate
of v′′ before reaching v when searching from left to right). Thus, in a way symmetrical to what we had
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when considering c′ and v, we obtain the following after a sufficiently large number of additional phases,
say during phase pk : if v has still not received a greedy edge, then there must be long edges (of length
about lk) both to the left and to the right of v, say e′ and e′′, such that they are almost parallel to the left,
respectively right, bisector bounding the front region of the compvertex including v. So, during pk , if v
does not receive any new greedy edge, then there exists a concave chain connecting the two endpoints
of e′ and e′′ lying farthest from v. In other words, v will be in a bipartite polygon that has e′ and e′′ as
walls. But this bipartite polygon is detected and triangulated when the last of e′ and e′′ is produced, and
so, a greedy edge incident to v is finally produced. Thus we can conclude that the total time spent for
interacting pairs of compvertices, where exactly one is slant with respect to the other, is O(m) during the
computation of GT(D).
This section is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.3. Let S be a set of n points in the plane. Given the Delaunay triangulation of S, the greedy
triangulation of S can be computed in O(n) time and space.
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